Flowers Watered
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were falling the immense acre and
gave the alarm. The other houses, however,
timing falling in the bushes, some-
times mingling with the fresh, grade-
ly set distance between classes, and
the camp. Four of the houses me-
reached the river. The 8th has not
ished yet, but all cleaned in the
shoreline.

Missied Sympathy

However, the troops made the few-
shallay mistake of returning in the
in such a way that the minute one
travelling with a frosh foraging party,
cooler and the fresh, the troops frod,
putting their job after much hard
is. A paper was hot and sweated for a
woan was suggested and in they went.

All-Tech Smoker

(Continued from Page 1)

Secretary of the Alumni Association
promoted the idea to Walker, President
Jerrae W. T. One of the

Cooperation Asked

in concluding his talk, Mr. Com-
paid his confidence that you can
form a small group that will be
eral toward the prevention of
ratic fatality eased by normal

Dining Service

(Continued from Page 1)

These are new standards. Cities will be expected
to appear in proper dress. Sweaters and
t-shirts will be frowned upon.

Proper Dress Expected

To keep everything in line with the
new standards, cities will be expected
to appear in proper dress. Sweaters and
t-shirts will be frowned upon.

You have never been asked to bring more
to Walker Memorial for dinner, for it is believed
that the changes which have been made
will create a homemade and cul-
tural atmosphere such as may be
found in any of the better restaurants
and it is hoped that Walker will soon
become a notable center for Bertmen
men.
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Average Freshman

Free Instruction Offered In
Photography Photo Engraving
Accounting Advertising
Management

Attention

Attend The Tech Smoker
At 5 P.M. Tuesday, Oct. 7
In Pritchett Hall

What every college man wants
"The Judge"
$3.50

University men often spend a good deal of time and
money) trying to find a "erk-tome-l" and that's just right... only to discover it in "The Judge"
at a modest $3.50. So you see—money isn't everything.

ROGER KENT
Suite, Quonset and Formal Wear for Men
at the one $30.50 price

LAMPOON BUILDING
20 Jersey & Throop streets, Cambridge
New York New Haven Philadelphia

PLEASANT ROOM
HARVARD STAFF MEMBERS' HOME
12.00 week
WILLIAM MURPHY
39 Trumbull Street
New headquarters for your trusty
KEY man

PLACED FREE BY

at your retailer's (while supply lasts)
with 15th purchase of PARKER
QUINK-

the exciting, new quick-drying ink that cleans your pen as
it writes!

You, without waiting a day, can now get
delicious Wreglie's Steam Bright including Big Dick from Wreglie's latest
Funches, Parchees, "QUIK"YR" an
disigner preferences, and all-oxylics, all FREE from your
any and the nearest store selling Parker Quink and buy a bottle of this special
Wreglie's Steam Bright right then and there! Wreglie's latest produce
and hospitals also offer to make to inno-
duce Quink to hosts of new users.
For Quink contains a harmless agent that dissolves deposits
left by pen-clogging inks. Quink makes a pen a self-cleaner-a Parker or ANY OTHER pen.

So whether you use a Parker or not, using
Quink to the steam brightening protection you give it. And
your Quink will keep all the need in, but the re-
tal of Sessions brights won't have been
so hard.
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Wreglie's Steam Bright CHEWING GUM

Have fun—be friendly
Treat yourself and others to fresh-tasting
Wreglie's Steam Bright Gum

Wreglie's Steam Bright CHEWING GUM

in a way that's 100% enjoyed and

Independent Labor Union members

"The Judge"

Wreglie's Steam Bright CHEWING GUM

in a way that's 100% enjoyed and

Independent Labor Union members